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Introduction

Tempe Public Art is pleased to highlight the work of Arizona-based artists in this publication, The Pre Qualified Artist List. The list was created by soliciting submissions from artists who are interested in working with residents and developers to create meaningful artworks that can be incorporated into a specific site, area, or context. This list will serve the community and beyond by connecting artists with those looking to create enhancements or engage the public as part of their larger projects.

The Pre Qualified Artist List is an important resource for the Tempe Public Art Program. Artists included are prequalified for neighborhood art, private development, and municipal art opportunities. The list is comprised of Arizona-based professional, emerging and established artists and artist teams who work in all mediums including permanent and temporary art and public engagement. During the application process, each artist was asked to identify his or her preferred mediums, including sculpture, mosaic, mural, social engagement, land art/site specific work and other. The intent of the list and these categories is to assist residents, developers and others looking for an artist to commission.
In keeping with procedures adopted by public art programs around the country, all artists represented in this publication were selected for inclusion through a committee review process. The selection panel, comprised of Tempe residents and art professionals, recommended the artists highlighted because of their diversity in approaches, demonstrated professionalism, and innovative approach to artmaking. Each artist has provided an online portfolio and contact information so they can be reached directly.

For more information regarding Tempe Public Art, Tempe Art in Private Development, and the Tempe Neighborhood Art Program, visit tempe.gov/PublicArt.
Index

The index is divided into general categories to assist in narrowing the scope of an artist search based on the type of project. These categories are Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, New Media, and Multi-Media. Several of the artists highlighted in this list work in multiple formats and although the noted categories cover a variety of public artworks, they do not cover all types. For this reason, the category of Multi-Media has been added to cover these additional formats.
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Pablo AlonZo
pablonz26@gmail.com/alonzoarts.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, New Media, Multi-Media
Joan Baron
joanbaron@gmail.com / joanbaron.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic
Kristin Bauer
kristinbauerart@gmail.com / kristinbauerart.com
Sculpture, Multi-Media
Kevin Berry
kevinberrysmtn@aol.com / southmountainstudios.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific
Laura Spalding Best
lauraebest@gmail.com / lauraspaldingbest.com
Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific
Elijah Bourque
elijahbourque@gmail.com / elijahbourque.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Doug Boyd

rogueartist@artfullyrogue.com / artfullyrogue.com

Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific
Andy Brown
andybrownartworks@gmail.com / abartworks.com
Sculpture, Mural
Isaac Caruso
isaac@isaacncaruso.com / isaacncaruso.com
Mural, Multi-Media
Christine Cassano

christine@christinecassano.com / christinecassano.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Amanda Clayton
ac@ellipsis-studio.com / a-clayton.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
coLAB studio, llc

colab@colabstudio.com / colabstudio.com

Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Susan Conklu
sconklu@gmail.com / susanconkluartist.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Heidi Dauphin
heididauphin@gmail.com / heididauphin.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, Multi-Media
Jake Early
jake@jakeearly.com / jakeearly.com
Mural, Multi-Media
Casey Farina

caseyfarina@gmail.com / caseyfarina.com

Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media, Multi-Media
Fausto Fernandez
info@faustofernandez.com / faustofernandez.com/publicart
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, Multi-Media
Daniel Funkhouser
daniellewisfunkhouser@gmail.com / phoenixurbanguide.com/business/daniel-funkhouser
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media
Charles Hilton
charleshilton10@gmail.com / chivesta.com
Mosaic, Ceramics
Christopher Jagmin

chrisjagmin@gmail.com / christopherjagmin.com

Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media, Multi-Media
Lauren Lee
laurenlee222@gmail.com / laurenleefineart.com
Mural
Mary Lucking
mary@marylucking.com / marylucking.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media
Ashley Macias
amaciasartist@icloud.com / ashleymacias.squarespace.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific
Kyllan Maney
kyllanmaneypublicart@gmail.com / kyllanmaney.com
Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, Multi-Media
Hugo Medina

hugos.place@gmail.com / hugosart.com

Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Daniel Moore
nina@theoxidestudio.com / theoxidestudio.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific
Ann Morton
annmorton@mac.com / annmortonaz.com
Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
John Randall Nelson

whonelson@cox.net / nelsonpublicart.com

Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic
Leila Parnian
leila@leilaparnian.com / leilaparnian.com
Mural, Multi-Media
Nicolas Rascona
nicolasrascona@gmail.com / nicolasrascona.com
Sculpture, Mural
Rebecca Ross
rebecca@rebeccarossstudio.com / rebeccarossstudio.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, Multi-Media
Patricia Sannit
psclaystudio@gmail.com / patriciasannit.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media
Rachel Slick & Timothy Schirack
raelslick@yahoo.com / raelslick.wixsite.com/publicart
Sculpture, Mural, Multi-Media
Nina Solomon

ninasolomon@yahoo.com / ninasolomon.com

Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic
Jayarr Steiner
info@jayarr.art / jayarr.art
Mural
Thomas Strich
t.strich@cox.net / thomas-strich.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, Multi-Media
Zach Valent
zachvalentcreates@gmail.com / zachvalent.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific
Joan Waters
joan@joanwaters.com / joanwaters.com
Sculpture, Mural, Environmental/Site-Specific, Mosaic, Multi-Media
Bobby Zokaites
bzokaites@gmail.com / bobbyzokaites.com
Sculpture, Environmental/Site-Specific, New Media, Multi-Media
ABOUT TEMPE PUBLIC ART

Tempe Public Art aspires to cultivate a unique community identity that advances Tempe as a vibrant and progressive destination. Tempe's diverse collection of permanent and temporary public art complements the natural and built environment through innovative place-making, installations, and infrastructure enhancements. Tempe Public Art promotes artistic expression, bringing people together to strengthen Tempe's sense of community and place.

Since its inception in 1988 and as of 2020, Tempe Public Art has created 82 permanent and 30 temporary public artworks, overseen 47 neighborhood public art grants, and assisted in the development of 102 privately funded works of art through the City's Art in Private Development program.

For more information or to use our Interactive Public Art Map to tour the collection, please select one of the links:

Website: tempe.gov/PublicArt

Public Art Office Contact:
Rebecca Blume Rothman
Director of Public Art
Rebecca_Rothman@tempe.gov
(480) 350 - 2827